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The structure of the set of prime ideals in a commutative Banach algebra 
has become increasingly significant in the study of the continuity of algebra 
homomorphisms: Sinclair [S] showed that if the algebra C(X) of continuous 
complex functions on the compact Hausdorff space X is the domain of a dis- 
continuous algebra homomorphism, then a discontinuous homomorphism 
whose kernel is a prime ideal can be found. This reduction of the problem of the 
existence of discontinuous homomorphisms on C(X) turned out to be of great 
importance in both Dales’ and Esterle’s construction of such a homomorphism 
PI- 
Sinclair’s idea was utilized in a general setting by Bade and Curtis [2], and 
also in [4]. 
Further use of primes in automatic continuity is found in [6] which shows that 
since C(X) has the property that in any quotient by a prime P the prime ideals 
are totally ordered, a surjective homomorphism from C(X) must be continuous. 
In the algebra C’” of n times continuously differentiable functions on the unit 
interval the primes containing a given prime are also totally ordered. This is 
proved in Section 1. This fact has analogous implications concerning continuity 
of algebra homomorphisms. Of course, continuity is too much to expect (as 
discontinuous surjective homomorphisms arc very easy to construct via dis- 
continuous point derivations [3]). In fact when comparing the algebra C of 
continuous functions (on the unit interval) with the algebras C” of n times 
continuously differentiable functions, one soon reaches the conclusion that the 
concept in C” analogous with continuity of homomorphisms in C is that of 
“eventual continuity,” i.e., continuity of the restriction of the given map to 
Cx’, for some h > n. The main result of this paper is that a surjective homo- 
morphism of Cn is indeed eventually continuous. This means continuity on 
CPn+r [4] (and I am tempted to conjecture continuity on C?). 
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Terminology is introduced when needed. The basic facts about prime ideals 
in C” are in Section 1, while Section 2 applies the results of Section I to the 
automatic continuity situ ation. 
The statements of Section 1 are virtually all dealing with order relations, and 
the theory is most naturally phrased for spaces of real-valued functions. How- 
ever, the main result (1.10) deals with the inclusion order and is proved for 
complex C”. In order to avoid confusion we use Can to denote the real space of 
real-valued n times continuously differentiable functions. 
1. GENERAL FACTS ABOUT PRIME IDEALS IN 0 
In this section we develop the basics of the theory of prime ideals in C’L. Our 
goal is Theorem 1.10 which shows that the primes of Csi containing a given 
prime form a chain (with respect to the inclusion order). 
The methods are elementary, the results perhaps known, but I have been 
unable to locate appropriate references. For completeness we start with a few 
general statements about primes in 0. 
LEMMA I . 1 . Every prime in C” is contained in a unique maximal ideal. l’he only 
closed primes aye the maximal ideals. If t, E [0, l] and M(t,) = : (f E P / .f (to) = 0) 
while J(tn) =: (f E C” j f vanishes in a neighborhood qf t,,], thm J(t,,) 7 
n {Z I wmc c AZ(t,)). 
Proof, I f  I is a prime and t r , t, E hull(l), choose neighborhoods F, of fj such 
that hull(l) $ FI , Fz , but hull(I) 2 Fl u F2 , let fi E ](I;$) i :I 1, 2 be chosen so 
that jr $1, fJ $1 (this choice is possible since Cn is a regular algebra). Since 
.f,fz E J(F, U F& C I we have a contradiction. 
If  I is prime and closed, then I> AIn = (f f C”l i,f(j)(t,) =: 0, ,j O,..., n]. 
since AZn(to) -: J(t,)-. But M(t,)n _C Mrr(to) so M(t,,)n CI and since T is prime 
we obtain M(t,J :-= I. 
Finally, by minimality of J(t,) the inclusion J(t,) C n {I 1 Prime 5 .\!Z(t,)] is 
clear. Tfh, $ J(r,), then f,” $ J(t,,), k := I, 2 ,..., and hence there is a prime ideal 
I1 J(r,,) with f. $4 this shows the reverse inclusion. 
The next observation is very important for what follows. First some tcrmi- 
nology. 
DEFINITION I .2. Let < be a partial order on C’,” and assume < compatible 
with addition, i.e., 
Va, b, c E CRn: a<b+-a+c=<b 1-c. 
A subspace I C CRn is <-convex if 
‘da, b E CRn: O<a<b,bEI+aEl. 
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Letting ‘:. denote the usual pointwise order 
Va, h E CRll: a 5 b -Vt E [0, 11: a(t) 5; b(r). 
we then hare 
LE~UUA I .3. Let I C CR” b I e a p rime ideal. l’hen Z is <-convex. 
Proof. Suppost~ 0 :: f -2: g and g E I. Since I is prime it is enough to show 
that fa” c I. \Vc do this by induction on n, by showing that f 3”j,p E C,“. 
Assume first that n 1. We define 




if g(t) $- 0, 
and claim that h t c“. Evidently, only points t, where g(tJ mm: 0, but where 
. 
g(t) f  0 in every neighborhood of t,, , need exammatron. If  t,, - t,, with 
g(tn) 75 0, then / h(t,,)l -= If(tn)/g(t,7)i I,f(t,)/ ,( If( + 0 so h is continuous. 
As 0 :< ,f and g(t,,) ,f(t,,) -= 0, t,, is a local minimum forf so f’(t,,) 0; conse- 
quentl!, 
0 :‘- lim 1z(t) -- h(f,) _ lim -TV .f(t) 
1 ‘f” -77 I I f  ‘f” g(t) t - t, 
f(t) -lim i 
i XT” i I f  - to -- f’(h)1 = 0. 
It remains to see that h’ is continuous. Let t, - t, . I f  g(t,,) :: 0 for some sub- 
sequence {tnk), then by what has been shown h’(t,,J = 0 = h’(t,). On the other 
hand, if g(t?,) + 0 for all 12, then 
Thus k E CR1 and since f2 : hg and g E I we have shown that f  2, hence f~ I. 
And now the inductive step: suppose f, g E CL+‘, g E I and 0 < f  ~1 g. 
Let 
1 
f2”“W h(t) =- ‘Y(t) if g(t) + 0 
0 if g(f) =- 0 
and note that as in the case n == 1, h’(t) = 0 w h enever g(t) := 0. !Woreover, if 
g(t) # 0, then 
k’(f) -- pt1 f  
!p+1-1 
-..f’ - L& 
R 
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From the expressions for h’ we see that h’ E Cw” by inductive hypothesis, hence 
that h c C’:ir’ and since we clearly have the equation & ~m-fzn’-l it follows that 
fi I. 
For a given prime idcal PC CR*& we shall introduce another order, denoted 
by -.=_,> , u hich turns out to be a total order on CRT1/P. Since primes P’ containing 
I’ can be shown to be convex with respect to this order, this is the kc\ to the 
pi-oaf of ‘Piicorcm I. 10. 
Again s;imc notation 
~EFISITION 1.4. For a given prime ideal l’ C C,‘! ne define 
K(P) = (.fE c I 3,~ E P and ifEN: ,f “:‘g>. 
Note the following 
LEMMA 1 S. K(P) is u <-conwx ideal i?L C, 
Proqf. C’onvexity of K(P) is immediate from the definition. If  1; E C and 
JJ E K(P) so that ifi lR -<g for suitable K E N and g E P, then fifl !K < 
llfl jlK I$2 IK 6 ‘,.fl 11”s so it remains only to observe that K(P) is a subspace: if 
fi , b1 E K(P) and 1 fj in, < gj , .i = 1, 2 with gj E P, then 
< C”(k? t g2). Q.E.D. 
The ,(-convexity of K(P) just established gives rise to a natural partial order 
in C, . 
We shall see that this order has considerable additional properties when 
restricted to C,“. 
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As usual for a real-valued function f  we let f’ (resp. f-) denote the positive 
(negative) part, i.e., f+- = f  v  0 and j- = j-l- - f .  
DEFINITION 1.6. Let f,  g E C, . We say that f  <P g if (g - f)- E K(P). I f  
f  =&. g and g =&f, we write f -P g. 
We immediately note 




0 < (f3 - f1)-- =z (A - fi + j-2 - fJ- 
< (13 - fi)- + (fz - fd- E K(P), 
the claim is a consequence of the convexity of K(P). The rest is trivial. 
The following elementary observation about differentiability off’ and f- is 
quite significant in the rest of the development. 
LEMMA 1.8. Let f  E CRT1 and suppose f  = f-k - f-. Then (f’)” E C,” for 
k > n + 1 and [(f *)“I - k( f  *)“-ly fey k 3 2. 
Proof. We prove this for f’. The argument is by induction. \Ve begin by 
showing that (f -k)z E C,l and ((f +)2)’ = 2f’f’. I f  f  (to) + 0, then f  has constant 
sign in a neighborhood of t, and it follows immediately that (fin)” is C,’ in this 
neighborhood. If  f  (to) = 0, then, since (f +)’ == f+f, we get 
lim ~~(t))2 - (f ~’ (to))” __- zrz lim f  +(t)f(t) = 0 
t’f” t - t, t ito t-t” . 
In either case it is obvious that we get the equation ((f +)2)’ - 2f m’f and since f  ‘~ 
is continuous, we have shown that (f 4.)” E CR’. 
Now suppose n 3 2, and suppose we know that (f-l-)” E C’afr’ and ((f I)“)’ 
K(f+)“-If’ if m < k < n and f  E Cant. Fix m < n, fix f  E Cnnl, consider (f +)?1’ i : 
(f+)“f, and compute 
((f-k)ni~l)’ = (fi)nf’ + n(f +)“-lf I f  = (fz + l)(f+)“f’. 
Since (f+)” and f’ both belong to Cg-‘, this shows that (f +)n-il E CR?“. 
Returning to & we have the following: 
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PROPOSITION 1.9. The order & has the following properties 
(i) P is +-convex. 
(ii) C,“IP is totally ordered by the order =& induced by =& 
(iii) Any prime ideal in C,“IP is convex with respect to <p . 
Proof. (i) We begin by noting that K(P) 0 C,” = P. Since 2 is obvious 
we check _C: if f  E K(P) n CRn, then there is an integer 4 such that 1 f  1’1 <g 
for suitable g E P. But then f  2q < g2 and since P is +-convex, f  2q E P. As P is 
prime this shows that f  E P. 
Clearly K(P) is =&,-convex: if 0 =&f&g in C andg E K(P), then (g - f)- E 
K(P) and since f  -, g- E K(P) wegetthatg-‘-EK(P)sof==f-g+ggO< 
f-1. < (f - g) i + g’m = (g - f)- f  g+ E K(P) from which we conclude that 
f-f’--f-EK(P). 
As P = K(P) n CRVz this settles (i). It also shows that CRn/P is partially 
ordered by =& . 
Now let f  E CRn. By 1.8, (f-+)““l and (f-)" ” are in CRn and since 
(f ‘)?l’l(f -)?N = 0, 
it follows that (f+)n-bl or (f-)n:l E P and hencefmr E K(P) or-f E K(P). 
Consequently, for any f  E ClwTl we conclude that f  ap 0 (i.e., f- E K(P)) or 
f  + 0 (i.e., f + E K(P)) and f  mp 0 iRf E K(P) n CRn ~7: P. 
We have shown that =&, is a total order on C,“/P. Finally, let IC C,“/P be a 
prime ideal and suppose 
0=&a+ P=&.b;~ P with b -I- P E I. 
Pulling back to C,” we suppose 0 =& a -& b and b E prime ideal P’ 3 P where 
P’ + P = I in C,“IP. a- E K(P), (b - a)- E K(P), and b E P’, so 0 ,< a L :: 
(a - b -j- b) :- < (a - 6)’ + b ‘- = (b - a)- -j- b~l- E K(P) + K(P’) := K(P). 
Hence a = a’ - a- E K(P’), i.e., a E K(P’) n CRT2 - P’ and we are finished. 
It is now easy to state and prove 
THEOREMS I. 10. The prime ideals of CnjP form a chain zL!ith respect to the 
inclusion order. 
Proof. Consider first CWn, i.e., suppose P is a prime in CRn. We must show 
that if P, and P2 are primes in C,‘“/P and if PI $ P2 , then P2 _C Pl . LetF,, E Pl\P2 
and let F E P2 . By changing the signs, if necessary we may assume 0 + F, and 
0 <‘p F. Since =& is total and F mP 0 F means F,, E P2, we must have 0 =& 
F, =&F or 0 &F =$ F0 . By 1.9 the former would mean F, E P, , so the latter 
must hold. But then FE P, , i.e., PZ r P, . This proves the theorem for CRn. 
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Supposc then that P is a prime in Cl1 and that PI and P2 are primes in C’i/P. 
Now, if 1 C C” is any idcal let 
Obviously, I, is a linear space and if f~ I, , g E CR+‘, then there is fr E I with 
Re fr = f;  since g t C” and Re(f,g) =- g Re fr ~-7 gf, we see that 1m is an ideal. 
Also if I is prime andf, , f;A E Cwlz so thatfrfs E -Ta , thenf, E I n CRrL orfz E I n 
C,?&. This means I, is prime. In our situation we conclude that Re P, C Re P, , 
say (by the real result already proved), and consequently f~ P, :1 Re f~ P2 ; 
since if E P, we obtain Re(if) E P, , i.e., -- Im f  E P, . Hence P, C P2 and we 
have the general result. 
2. APPLICATIOKS TO ACTOMATIC CONTINUITY 
As noted in the introduction, Esterle [6] h as used a result like 1.10 to show that 
a surjective algebra homomorphism from C(S), S a compact Hausdorff space, 
to a Banach algebra must be continuous. 
The P-analog of continuity of homomorphisms from C is “eventual con- 
tinuity,” as much of the work of [4] testifies. The main result of this section is 
another instance of this analogy: if v: CT2 ‘y. B is a homomorphism onto a Banach 
algebra B, then v  is eventually continuous. 
Recall that a map T: P- X where aY is a topological space is eventually 
continuous if there is a number k > n so that T ’ ck is continuous with respect 
to the C”-topology. For algebra homomorphisms (and certain other maps 
[3, 4, 71) it is known that if a map is eventually continuous, then continuity 
occurs in Czn+ l. In some cases (e.g., finite-dimensional range) eventual continuity 
occurs for k > 2n. If  a map is not eventually continuous, then we call it per- 
manently discontinuous. 
We begin with the following: 
LEMMA 2.1. 1f v: C’” - B is a permanently discontinuous and surjectiae 
homomorphism, then CT1 contains a nonclosed prime ideal I zL?hich is closed with 
respect to the seminorm 1) I/ on C?l induced by V: 
Proof. This is a rather straightforward consequence of [S, Theorem 3.31; in 
fact, since v  is permanently discontinuous, the separating space of V, 
G(v) = (6 E B ) 3fvz ---)r 0 in C” with v(fm) --)r b) 
is not nilpotent [4, Theorem 3.21. Thus, since Y is surjective, there is a non- 
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nilpotent element I E G(v), 1 rence a discontinuous homomorphism whose 
kernel I is a prime ideal [8]. F rom Sinclair’s proof it follows that 
I = [,fE C’” 1 V(f)V(f”)“G(V) c X), 
where S is a certain integer and ;I2 a closed linear subspace of R (no more 
information about A’ and 111 is needed here). Clearly, if f, +g (ii . ;I, then 
v(f, -- f) ---L 0; so if f, E I, then TV-“G(V) C M (dl being closed), i.e., 
g E I. 
It is interesting to note, in passing, the following converse: 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If  V: C’” - B is n lzomonzorphim with nonclosed prime 
kernel ker v, then v  is permanently discontinuous. 
Proof. Suppose v  is eventually continuous. ‘Ihen J =: ker v  n Czni-r is 
closed and since J is a prime ideal in Pi”, J is maximal (l.l), i.e., J =-: 
{f~ C? r1 ~ f(t,) = 0: for some t, E [0, 11. Thus z - f,, E ker I’ (2: t -+ t is the 
identity function) and since dl(t,J* = (z - t&lf(tJ [l] we conclude that 
M(t,) =: ker v  (since ker v  is prime). This contradiction establishes the claim. 
One main step in the proof of Theorem 2.4 is convenient to isolate to preserve 
the flow of later arguments. The radical of B is denoted rad B. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let V: C?” -+ B be a permanently discontinuous homo- 
morphism and suppose that hull (ker V) = {to>. Then ~((2 - t,,)“‘l) E [v((z - Q4”) 
rad B]-. 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2.1, let G(V) be the separating space of V. 
__- 
By [4, 3.51 we have G(V)” = Go. N ow, if lLZ,(t,,) ::= {ffz C” Ifcj)(to) = 0, 
j :Z 0 ,..., n>, then G(V) = V(ilf,n(to)): I f  s E G(V), then there is a, -+ 0 in C” 
with v(aI?) + s. Because Mr7(to) is closed and of finite codimension we may 
assume that a, E AIn( hence G(V) _C v(M,(to)). On the other hand, +(6(v)) is 
closed [9, p, 9, l-81 and hence V-‘(G(V)) 3 ker V. But Mi(t,,) is the smallest 
closed ideal with hull == (2,) so IkIT, C r~-~(G(v)), thus 
v(nz,(t,,)) := G(v). 
By permanent discontinuity G(V)” + 0 so we get 
(0) f  v(M,(t,)3) c G(v)” c G@ 
__ -__- 
= G(v)j = v(Mn(to)y 
-- ______ 
= v((2 - t”)g”) v(Mn(fo)) 
C [v((z - tJ4”) rad B]p 
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and hence 
V((Z - t,J4%) E (v((z - to)4’L) rad B)- 
THEOREM 2.4. If V: C” 4 B is an algebra homomorphism onto a Banach 
algebra B, then v is eventually continuous. 
Proof. Suppose v  is permanently discontinuous, and let I C CT” be a non- 
closed prime ideal which is closed in the I/ . /I seminorm of 2.1. Consider the 
quotient algebra CTL/I and let p denote the quotient seminorm on C’lj1 induced by 
11 . I]. As ker Y C I, p is a norm on C”/I, and since B is complete, O/I is a Banach 
algebra. If  hull(l) = {to}, then M(t,) + Ic rad(P/l) where rad is the radical: 
if F is a multiplicative linear functional on P/l, then y  0 Q (Q is the quotient 
map) is multiplicative in Cn so M(to) C ker g, Q, whatever p) may be. 
Consider (z - to) -I- I E rad(Cfj1) and note that since 1 is prime, (2 - t,) + I 
is not nilpotent. On the other jhand, by 2.3, Q((x - to)4n) E (Q(z - t,J4” 
rad(Gt/l))-. By [6, 4-61 th’ IS means that the primes of F/I do not form a chain. 
This contradicts 1.10 and finishes the proof. 
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